
Quarter Dollar Five Dollar
Compare 

like as similar to
like in comparison likewise
like also more or less

Contrast
but in contrast on the other hand
but instead meanwhile

Contradict
but however on the contrary
but rather conversely
but even though although
still yet nevertheless
still besides in spite of
still anyways in any case

Cause/Effect
because since as a result of…
because where due to…

so it follows [that]… hence
so

then thus therefore
Summarize
in summary in short in brief
to sum up to summarize to review
Conclude

in conclusion on the whole all in all
in conclusion after all above all
in conclusion wrapping up overall

Order/sequence
also plus in addition
after afterwards thereafter
also besides beyond

at the same time meanwhile simultaneously
before earlier previously
before in advance of prior to

first in the beginning/ 
to begin

originally

in the first place first of all primarily
last finally in the end
later in time eventually
later someday after all
now at the present presently
then next immediately

Emphasize



absolutely certainly definitely
absolutely positively unquestionably

always constantly invariably
always traditionally habitually
always regularly routinely

basically practically in effect
for real in fact actually

importantly significantly critically
in particular particularly specifically

more importantly further moreover
most importantly most significantly fundamentally

obviously clearly explicitly
obviously of course naturally

often usually frequently
rarely scarcely occasionally

without a doubt doubtlessly undeniably



Fifty Dollar

akin to
similarly*

in like manner

whereas…
alternatively

contrarily*
contradictorily* 

despite
[contrasting object] notwithstanding

even so 
in any event

on account of…
owing to…

subsequently*
accordingly

consequently*

briefly
in other words

by and large
ultimately

all things considered

additionally
subsequently*

apart from
concurrently*

formerly
preceding

initially
ultimately*
thereafter

yet
for the time being

in turn



unconditionally
without reservation

unceasingly
customarily
perennially*
essentially
veritably*
principally
singularly

furthermore
cardinally
blatantly*
inevitably*
ofttimes

infrequently
indubitably*


